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THE SACKETT GROUP CELEBRATES 25TH ANNIVERSARY AND ANNOUNCES WINDOWS 10
COMPATIBILITY FOR FORTE AND MACPAC SOFTWARE AT ILTACON IN LAS VEGAS
August 31, 2015 – ILTACON, LAS VEGAS - California-based

years in the legal software business at ILTACON. As MacPac

The Sackett Group, Inc. (“TSG”) celebrates its 25th year

and Forte have progressed, we have stayed abreast of the

in business today at ILTACON, the annual meeting of ILTA

latest in document automation and production, all the while

(International Legal Technology Association). The company

inspired by our clients’ suggestions and requests to improve

also debuts four new Windows 10 compatible releases of its

the software. We owe our quarter-century of success to our

Forte and MacPac software applications. See below for more

clients, and we look forward to connecting with them and

highlights on the software releases.

sharing the history of our technology over the years in an
engaging, entertaining way.”

In honor of its silver anniversary, TSG has a creative exhibit
at its ILTACON booth (#805) exploring the evolution of its
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software which started as a “Macro Package” or “MacPac”

The Sackett Group, Inc. formerly known as Legal MacPac,

in WordPerfect and became the fully-integrated MacPac and
Forte product lines offered in Microsoft Word today. Entitled
“Alice in Wonderland: Re-Envisioned”, the interactive exhibit
invites ILTA members on a journey “down the rabbit hole”
to work hands-on with vintage technology from the 1990’s
such as MacPac for WordPerfect 5.1 DOS – TSG’s first-ever
product, introduced in September 1990 – and MacPac for
both Word 2.0 and Word 95.
TSG is presenting updates to four of its software programs
at ILTACON, including Forte 11.1, Forte Tools 11.1, MacPac
9.9.2 and MacPac Numbering 9.9.6. In addition to having
compatibility with Windows 10, each of these releases has
been fine-tuned based on Microsoft updates to Office 2013.
TSG has completed phase one testing for compatibility with
Office 2016 and is preparing updates for full compatibility.
The new Forte 11.1 version includes an Insert function on
the Forte ribbon, which enables users to create and save
their own document packets (i.e., a living will, notary, cover
letter, labels) and apply the saved data to all documents
simultaneously. The same function works for clauses,
precedents, and blocks of text.
Linda Sackett, founder and owner of The Sackett Group,
explains, “We are incredibly proud to be celebrating 25

was founded by Linda Sackett in 1990. The company’s
flagship products are MacPac and Forte, both available in
Legal and Business editions.
MacPac is a document template and macro product, offering
outstanding efficiency and control in the creation and revision
of legal documents. MacPac is available as a complete
system or as an à la carte selection of macros and templates.
Forte is a cutting-edge document automation and assembly
program that works within Microsoft Word. Forte brings
power and sophistication to all levels of document
automation—from the ad hoc, interactive creation of single
documents, such as letters, pleadings, and agreements, to
the pre-scheduled, unattended generation of complex multidocument packets for estate planning, real estate, human
resources, marketing, and more.
Over 500 TSG installations worldwide attest to TSG’s client
satisfaction. More than 25% of Am Law 100 and 200 firms are
TSG clients.
For more information, visit www.thesackettgroup.com or call
(415) 252-8842.

